8.1 That organisers be allowed to use place based scoring instead of the 1000 point scoring system. 1 point for each pilot that you beat plus 1 bonus point for the winner.

To reduce the reliance on gaggles and following other pilots.
Similar to the SGP scoring, except all competitors get points, except the person who comes last for the day. So with 30 gliders in the class, 30 points for the winner, 28 for second, 27 for third, etc. Beat someone by 5 seconds or 10 minutes, you get 1 more point than them. Sitting in the gaggle and coming home with the crowd under our current scoring means all get effectively the same points. In place scoring coming home with the gaggle could lose you most of the day’s points, so you have to be prepared to lead out and take the advantage.

The whole competition would need to be scored with place scoring.
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